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Death of Photography
By Stuart Jeffries, theguardian

"It's really weird," says Antonio Olmos. "Photography has never been so popular, but it's getting destroyed. There have never
been so many photographs taken, but photography is dying."

I'd asked the 50-year-old, award-winning, London-based Mexican photographer what he thinks is going to happen to the
medium after a week in which it has come more unflatteringly into focus than ever before. This was the week in which the
most reproduced photograph was a photograph of someone (Helle Thorning-Schmidt) taking a photograph (a selfie of the
Danish prime minister with two men becoming known as Helle's Angels, David Cameron and Barack Obama) at Nelson
Mandela's memorial service. It was an image that seemed to typify the narcissistic nature of smartphone photography.

But here's the twist. That photograph of a trio of politicians was captured by Agence France Presse photographer Roberto
Schmidt using a digital SLR camera and a huge 600mm lens, and press photographers hardly ever use iPhones. But should
they? Today the chief victims of the cameraphone are makers of point-and-shoot cameras. Only two years ago Annie Leibovitz
helped put the nails in the coffin of such middle-market cameras by saying that the iPhone was the "snapshot camera of today".



But tomorrow? Maybe cameraphone functionality will become
so superb that all you losers who spent four- and five-figure
sums on digital SLRs will be overcome with buyers' remorse
and press snappers will be shooting with the same cameras as
the rest of us.

This was also the week in which psychologists argued there is a
"photo-taking impairment effect". That means if we take a
photo of something we're less likely to remember it than if we'd
looked at it with our eyes. "When people rely on technology to
remember for them," argued psychologist Linda Henkel of Fair-
field University in Connecticut, "counting on the camera to
record the event and thus not needing to attend to it fully them-
selves – it can have a negative impact on how well they remem-
ber their experiences."

We're used to the complaint that we're taking pictures rather
than living in the moment, and that makes us experientially
poorer. But Henkel's study seems to go further, suggesting we
don't even remember the stuff we take pictures of, making the
snap-happy nature of modern photography doubly mindless.

"People taking photographs of their food in a restaurant instead
of eating it," says Olmos. "People taking photographs of the
Mona Lisa instead of looking at it. I think the iPhone is taking
people away from their experiences."

But what does Olmos mean by saying photography is dying?
He argues that in the 1850s the rise of photography made many
painters, who had previously made nice livings from painting
family portraits, redundant. Now it's the turn of professional
photographers to join the scrap heap. "Photographers are
getting destroyed by the rise of iPhones. The photographers
who used to make £1,000 for a weekend taking wedding pic-
tures are the ones facing the squeeze. Increasingly we don't
need photographers – we can do just as well ourselves."

But doesn't that mean that some photographers are becoming
obsolete, rather than that photography itself is dying? Isn't what
we're witnessing a revolution in photography, thanks to digital
technology, that makes it more democratic? "In one sense yes. I
used to be sent on assignment to Iraq, Afghanistan and to pho-
tograph the Intifada – partly because there weren't any local
photographers. Now thanks to digital technology, there are
locals taking images at least as good as I can.

"Don't get me wrong. I love iPhones and Instagram," says
Olmos. "But what I worry about is that Kodak used to employ
40,000 people in good jobs. What have they been replaced by?
Twelve people at Instagram."

Progress often has casualties, I suggest. "I don't oppose prog-
ress in photography," he replies. "I'm pleased there aren't dark-
rooms and suspicious toxic chemicals you guiltily throw down
the sink. I'm pleased there are no longer photography compa-
nies who got silver out of Congo by bribing Mobuto for their
film, as used to happen."

But there's a stronger reason that makes Olmos argue photogra-
phy is dying. "The iPhone has a crap lens. You can take a beau-
tiful picture on the iPhone and blow it up for a print and it looks
terrible."

The death of photography: are camera phones destroying an art-
form?

But who needs prints in a paper-free world? "For me the print is
the ultimate expression of photography," he retorts. "When I do
street photography courses, I get people to print pictures – often
for the first time. The idea is to slow them down, to make them
make – not just take – photographs."

Guardian photographer Eamonn McCabe agrees: "At the risk of
sounding like one of those bores defending vinyl over CDs, I
think there's a depth to a print you don't get with digital." He
recently looked up an old print of a picture he took of novelist
and Nobel Laureate Doris Lessing, who died last month. "It was a
black and white print I took with a Hasselblad, a tripod and a lot
of window. It took me back to the days when photography didn't
make people like me lazy."

Why is digital lazy? "It's a scattergun approach. You snap away
thinking, 'One of these shots will work', rather than concentrate
on capturing the image."

McCabe used to take two rolls of 24 exposures on a typical
assignment. "Now I can shoot 1,000 pictures in one of these ses-
sions on digital – and I give myself a massive editing problem as
a result. I don't think photography's dead, it's just become lazy.
People are taking lots of pictures but nobody's looking at them."

For a more positive sense of what digital and cameraphone tech-
nology has done to photography, I speak to Nick Knight, the
British fashion photographer who's just done two big assignments
entirely on iPhone – a book of 60 images celebrating the work of
the late fashion editor Isabella Blow, and a campaign for designer
clothes brand Diesel. "I work frequently on the iPhone. It's almost
become my camera of choice."

But what about the "crap" iPhone lens? "Who cares? The image
isn't sharp? Big deal! One of my favorite photographers is Robert
Capa, whose pictures are a bit blurry sometimes – I love them
because he's captured a moment.

What I'm into is visual connection to what I'm taking, not pin
sharp clarity. It's absurd for people to think all photos need to be
high-resolution – what matters, artistically, is not how many
pixels it has, but if the image works. People fetishise the technol-
ogy in photography more than any other medium. You don't get
anybody but paintbrush nerds fixating on what brush the
Chapman brothers use. The machinery you create your art on is
irrelevant."

In any case, established photographers don't necessarily have to
worry about the democratisation of their medium. "I'll survive in
this profession because I have skills," says Olmos. "I'm a story-
teller in images; my compositions are better than most people's.
Just because you've got a microprocessor in your computer
doesn't make you a writer. And just because you've got an Insta-
gram app on your phone you aren't a great photographer."
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Children +

Grandson Ross Charles aka Pharoah for Seder
 Granddaughter Natalie

Abraxas, my grandson with abandoned kittens

Wade Emmentt

Krumbein



Stephen Retherford

Retherford boys at the pool sometime in the mid-to-late-1990’s. (They are now ages 25 and 29.)

Grandson at 16

Ron Ratcliffe



Frank Feigert

Cate Feigert

Marietta Feigert (then 11 years) Victoria Feigert (then 6 years)

Ben Feigert (5) is reading the comics to
his kid brother, Dan (3).



Four of my Grandsons and Buoy getting the tour.

Cousins Reid and Samuel All the grandchildren 5 boys and
Caroline

Ron Ratcliffe

Grandson,
Jacob

At his Eagle
Scout Award

On Guard

Granddaughter
Caroline and
Sadie



Bill Billings

Grandson MadoxGreat grandson, Oliver

Son Alan , Kayak builder, BC (before color)

Lynn C. Felton

Attached is a photo I took several years
ago in downtown Manteo at the boat
building shed. Christopher was a young
tourist exploring the various boats around
the building. I asked his mother if I could
photograph him



Al Warfield

Granddaughter Erin

Sam and Nick

Gilpin Brown



By John Garofalo

These images were taken at the recent VMFA
"Rodin: Evolution of a Genius". The power,
passion and creative intensity of his sculpture
was an inspiration



Gilpin Brown

Some shots of ospreys near Stoney Point Fashion Park



club calendar
May - June 2016

o 5/3/16 – Board Meeting

o 5/10/16 – Club Meeting – Patty Hankins, Annual Meeting & Roundtable

o 5/26/16 – Inform Linda of the number of photos you intend to hang at the Suntrust
exhibit

o 6/2/16 – Drop off photos at Suntrust - better yet, stay and help hang

o 6/7/16 – Board Meeting

o 6/14/16 – Suntrust Reception

Newsletter a little late this issue since your publisher managed to stumble
going down some exterior brick stairs while carrying a box. A firm grip on the
railing prevented a nasty fall, but it stressed my left arm, elbow and wrist.
Therefore, I only had one hand to type with while left was in a brace.

It is some better now and should be healed soon after I finish the prednisone.


